WEST POINT
CADETS WIN FROM ENGINEER BOXERS

West Point Wins All Six Bouts by Narrow Margin

LINDSEY GOES EXTRA ROUND

WEST POINT, N. Y., February 4 -- The strong West Point boxing team, 165 pounds, defeated the Engineers at the Engineers gymnasium by a score of 15 points to 0, in a session that was fast basketball. Practically all of Amherst's 15 points were made on fouls, the first one being called at the start of the game on a technical ruling by Bernie Coleman.

Technician's first goal was dropped through by Dave Davis, and was followed by a second goal by the Engineer quintet which placed the Engineers in the lead. The second period proved slightly more profitable to the Engineers, but the score stood at 2-2 by the end of the session. Walker caged four free throws in the second period, and the Engineers were practically placed by Captain Elliott, in addition to several of his other players, who did not get their shots. The Engineer team seemed to be at a disadvantage from the start, as the Engineers' crack defense men, and as it is usually the case, many points were credited to Lord Jeff on free throws. (Continued on Page 4.)

OUTSHOUT B. U. AND THE GEORGETOWN

In spite of the fact that they were working against somewhat less experienced and very creditable last work, Washington University and the Georgetown University were the two most successful teams with the customers.

Washington's best efforts were: Technology 491, H. U. 489; Technology 496, George- ton 489. The summary: Every bout was well contested, how- ever, and all of the decisions were just. The Barber was out every minute, however, and were able to show aggressiveness in both their performances. The Barber's charges were unable to equal.

At Lindsay and Dunn of the Acad- emy two bouts were played in the last period of the afternoon in the 115 pound division. Bob had a clear advan- tage over his opponent, who was unable to agree on the decision. In the extra round Dugann's better con- duct told and he was awarded the decision after a hard fight.

Meister and Smith: Match was Fast Bout

Meister and Bob Smith went a hard five rounds, both to emerge with advantage over the Army 125 pounds. In the first round both told a different tale. Meister came through with three punches, which gave him a big advantage in the first three rounds until the Judg- ing Board gave the first decision to the Engineers, who made Ascher stagger. On the second round both told a different tale, and Smith pushed his more experienced opponent to the limit and the de- cision was the best of three to two.

McInerney-Deermond Class Bout

Virtually the only bout of the afternoon in the 115 pound division was between McInerney, Army, defeated Deermond, M. I. T., on a decision. Four rounds.
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I is for TENACITY, of which we're proud to speak,
for INSULATION, which lets no current leak;
IR is for RESISTANCE, which varies with the size,
for "E. M. F. " which we must recognize;
T is for "The Unknown", and this is not a fault,
TIREX is the name of a "rubber-armored" cable.

Simplex Wire & Cable Co.
260 Devon St., Boston 9

Every day MURADs are held higher in the estimation of the men who smoke them.

They are more than a cigarette.
They never disappear—never fail—never change—
They are 100% pure Turkish tobac- co, fitted with a taste that is absolutely distinctive.
You are proud to smoke them in any company—or any occasion.
They are the largest selling high- priced cigarettes. The cigarette of a group which is a complete family.
The biggest smokers of America DO prefer Quality to Quantity.

"Judge for Yourself!"